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- Conocimiento e interacción con el medio físico. Con experiencias cercanas 
y observaciones simples  de acciones cotidianas como caminar, montar in bici, 
moto o coche
- Digital y tratamiento de la información. Mediante un recorrido por las diferentes 
informaciones aparecidas sobre informes científicos y estudios sobre movimientos 
de objetos tanto de pequeñas dimensiones como de dimensiones grandes como 
planetas, galaxias etc., así como información en prensa, radio y televisión sobre 
el desarrollo del tráfico y accidentes que ocurren de forma demasiado cotidiana
- Social y ciudadana. A través de experiencias sencillas con materiales cercanos 
y de uso común como carreteras, calles, pasos de peatones, semáforos, en de-
finitiva con el respeto y observación de normas de tráfico y circulación peatonal, 
que relacionadas directamente con el movimiento afecta directamente a la inte-
gridad física del propio individuo y del resto
- Aprender a Aprender. Mediante la realización de conexiones conceptuales y 
modelos que se basan en la experiencia propia
- La competencia de comunicación lingüística es una competencia tratada de 
forma continuada tanto en inglés como en español

COMPETENCIAS
BÁSICAS

- Esta secuencia didáctica es idónea para iniciar el curso como pieza de inicio 
para introducir las interacciones como causa de los movimientos y sus cambios, 
así como de la energía como motor de cambios
- La medida y el uso de magnitudes cinemáticas debe plantearse como un 
elemento en el cuál el lenguaje cotidiano y el científico a veces usan las mismas 
palabras pero se refieren a concepciones diferentes. Esta llamada de atención 
entre la concepción científica de la realidad y el uso común de los mismos 
términos a veces no están conectados
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CONSEJERÍA DE EDUCACIÓN
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- El movimiento es algo cotidiano, pero poco conocido, es por ello necesario 
sistematizar su estudio
- La necesidad de un sistema de referencia implica que el movimiento sea algo 
relativo y cuyo estudio depende del sistema de referencia
- Las características del movimiento es algo inherente pero tiene una dimensión 
vectorial que es poco conocida
- El movimiento rectilíneo como base para la composición de movimientos es el 
objeto de estudio en esta secuencia
- La caída libre como movimiento rectilíneo acelerado más común en nuestra 
vida ordinaria, es por ello que su estudio es necesario

GUIÓN TEMÁTICO
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- Interpretar y producir con propiedad, autonomía y creatividad mensajes que utilicen 
códigos artísticos, científicos y técnicos
- Comprender los principios básicos que rigen el funcionamiento del medio físico y 
natural, valorar las repercusiones que sobre él tienen las actividades humanas y con-
tribuir activamente a la defensa, conservación y mejora del mismo como elemento 
determinante de la calidad de vida

OBJETIVOS

- Movimiento y sistema de referencia
- Características generales del movimiento
- Movimiento rectilíneo y uniforme
- Movimiento rectilíneo uniformemente variado
- Análisis de movimientos cotidianos
- Movimiento de caída libre

TEMA

- Reconocer el carácter relativo del movimiento y la necesidad de referirlo a un 
sistema de referencia
- Diferenciar las magnitudes necesarias para describir el movimiento: posición 
velocidad y aceleración
- Distinguir claramente entre las unidades de velocidad y aceleración
- Aplicar correctamente las principales ecuaciones y explicar las diferencias 
fundamentales de los movimientos rectilíneo uniforme y rectilíneo uniformemente 
variado, vinculándolos a un sistema de referencia
- Representar e interpretar las gráficas de posición, velocidad y aceleración en relación 
con el tiempo
- Describir movimientos comunes de la vida cotidiana
- Saber formular y resolver cualitativamente problemas relacionados con la educación vial 

CRITERIOS DE 
EVALUACIÓN

- Analizar las características del movimiento
- Expresar opiniones y conceptos adquiridos sobre movimiento y aceleración

MODELOS
DISCURSIVOS

CONTENIDOS 
LINGÜÍSTICOS

FUNCIONES:
- Describir situaciones 
observadas en la vida diaria.
- Consensuar respuestas y 
conclusiones
- Relacionar diferentes 
fenómenos que podrían tener 
una explicación basada en algo 
común
- Discutir, argumentar y sintetizar 
las opiniones e ideas
- Sintetizar información de las 
diferentes fuentes de información

ESTRUCTURAS:
Did you find....?
Look for information ......
Complete this chart with
Find this concept
I agree
I disagree
Can you.. ?
Refer to ......
By the way
Have a look...
Let’s assume
Let’s calculate

In my opinion this is right
There is/ are
In order to
Look around
Instead of 
It could be
If I understand
On the other hand, I think ...
Because of....
Due to
It’s due to
I mean

LÉXICO: Plot, draw, position, frame-of-reference, trajectory, time, velocity, acceleration, 
speed, displacement, distance, reference-point, electromagnetic, radar, frequency, echo, 
dividing, travel-back, doppler-effect, jam, depending-on, given-lapse, extrapolate, laser-lights, 
jam-proof

- Carácter relativo del movimiento. Estudio cualitativo de los movimientos rectilíneos 
y curvilíneos
- Estudio cuantitativo del movimiento rectilíneo y uniforme. Aceleración. Galileo y el 
estudio experimental de la caída libre

CONTENIDOS DE
CURSO / CICLO

Tabla de programación AICLE

- Realización de mapas conceptuales en los que se relacionan los diversos 
conceptos
- Preparar presentaciones para el resto de compañeros en formato digital o en papel
- Exponer al resto de los compañeros los resultados de pequeñas investigaciones 
del entorno

TAREAS
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Physics of motion
1. Motion

Brainstorm

Think about ordinary things, and answer 
the questions. Try to use the words on 
the right in your answers: 

	  

- In my opinion, the Earth is ...................
- As far as I know, the Sun is .............
- From what I know, my desk is .......
- In my opinion, motion is .....
- It’s difficult to say if this is in motion because ..............
- I need something to refer my answer to because.......
- I would use a ................. to measure ..............
- I use a frame of reference when .....................

• Is your desk moving? How do you know?
• Is the Earth moving? How do you know?
• Is the Sun moving? How do you know?
• What is motion?

And now answer these questions about your practical 
experience:

- What apparatus can you use to measure position?
- What apparatus can you use to measure time?
- What do you need to indicate the trajectory?
- Have you ever used a frame of reference?
- Is acceleration related to time? How?
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2. Motion: General Characteristics

MOTION: is the change in position of a body, which follows a trajectory, relative 
to a reference point as measured by a particular observer in a particular frame of 
reference while  time is elapsing.

Frame of reference is a set of axes within which an observer can measure something’s 
position. The observer is at a reference point (where the axes intersect).
Position is the straight line length from the frame of reference to the place where the 
object is.
Trajectory is the path a moving object follows.
Distance is the length of the trajectory from the frame of reference to the place where the 
object is.
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2.1. Position-Time Graphs.

Position is plotted on the Y-axis and time is on the X-axis.

A.1. In pairs study the graph and write the answers to the following questions in your 
notebook. Compare and discuss your answers.

A person who walks for exercise produces the position-time 
graph given:

a. During which intervals 
was she travelling in a 
positive direction1?
b. During which intervals was she travelling in 
a negative direction2?
c. During which intervals was she resting?
d. Were there any negative positions? How do 
you know?
e. Did she come back to the reference point?
f. Do you know anything about the trajectory?

A.2.  Steve is in Andújar (Jaén) and needs to go to Jaén University to meet a friend, 
but he’s never been there, so he used the web address www.guiarepsol.com in order to 
obtain information about how to get there. He got the following route information:

1 Positive direction = moving away from the frame of reference
2 Negative direction = getting closer to the frame of reference

	  

	  

- Interval A is a straight line with a positive slope, which shows that....................
- If the slope is 0 it means that.....................
- Interval ......... shows that position changes from ....... to...... and it takes.............
- A negative position occurs when.............
- I agree with you about the first part, however I disagree about.................
- In my opinion, the trajectory..........................
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In groups of three do the following activity. You will have to answer the questions and 
make two graphs. 

Questions: 

a.Where is the frame of reference?
b. Do you have data about position?
c. Do you know anything about trajectory?
d. Do you have data about distances?
e. Can you plot a position-time graph?
f. Can you plot a distance-time graph?

Graphs to plot: (Use graph paper)

• Distance-time with the data above.
• Now Steve wants to go back to Andújar. Plot the distance-time graph using the 
same frame of reference.

A.3. Hands on…

This is a very simple experiment, where you are the moving objects, the observers and 
you analyze all the data and variables.

What do you need?

• Students:
- Three runners
- Four time-keepers with stop watches.
- Observers to record the data obtained.

•Tape measure to measure length
•Laptop with a spreadsheet like Excel or graph paper, rulers, etc.

- I think the trajectory is....................
- Position is a vector so.........................
- The distances are ............ so we can use them to.................
- With this data we can plot .................. because..............
- By the way, if you use the same frame of reference then.............
- Don’t forget to pay attention to the units because...................
- The graph would be correct if.........................
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Arrangement of students around the athletic track:

Template for data:

Position 0 50 100 150 200

Timing runner 1

Timing runner 2

Timing runner 3

Experiment development:

Everyone should be in position (as above).

Trial 1.
a) Runner 1 must be ready at the start line (where the frame of reference is)

- The teacher will shout “everybody: ready, steady, go”, 
- The time-keepers start timing 
- Runner 1 begins to walk.

b) When the runner passes the time-keeper they will note the time.
c)When the runner reaches the final line, the time-keepers will report the times recorded.
d) Everybody will complete the template with the data

Trial 2.
a) Runner 2 must be ready at the start line 

- The teacher will shout “everybody: ready, steady, go”.
- The time-keepers start timing 
- Runner 2 begins to run slowly.

b) Repeat steps b to c in trial 1

	   50	  m	   100	  m	   150	  m	   200	  m	  

The	  rest	  of	  
students	   Time	  keeper	  1	   Time	  keeper	  2	   Time	  keeper	  3	   Time	  keeper	  4	  

Runners	  Frame	  of	  
reference	  
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Trial 3.
a) Runner 3 must be ready at the start line 

- Teacher will shout “everybody: ready, steady, go”.
- The time-keepers start timing 
- The runner 3 begins to run fast.

b) Repeat steps b to c in trial 1

Plotting data and showing results.

In pairs plot the position time graphs for all the runners, using some of the following 
options:

• A set of axes generated with a spreadsheet
•Graph paper where you draw a set of axes.

Compare your results with other pairs.

Refer to appendix II for more information on Position-Time graphs.

2.2. Trajectory

Depending on the shape of the trajectory we can classify motions into two categories:

• Linear motions, where the trajectory is a straight line. 
• Curved motions where the trajectory is not a straight line 

E.g.:

Linear motion Circular motion Elliptical motion Parabolic motion

- We can see that this graph is a .................. line, so.....................
- The runner 1 graph has a less ............... slope and this means that................
- If you compare the graphs, we can see that........................
- The line is not perfectly straight, this is due to.................
- In my opinion, we should mark the Y-axis fifty in fifties because...........
- The spreadsheet will work right if you use......................
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2.3. Displacement 

the difference between the initial position and the final position of an object.

Note:
• Displacement is a vector that represents 
the length and direction of an imaginary 
straight path.
• Displacement is different from distance. 
Only in a linear motion, 
• Displacement magnitude = Distance.

A.4. Displacement and Distance: What’s the difference?

Listening. Fill in the gaps and answer the questions below

Distance and Displacement
Distance is a __________ quantity representing the________ between two points. 
It is just the ___________ of the interval. However, ___________ is a__________ 
quantity and can be defined by using the concept of distance. It ______________ 
as distance between the initial position and final position of an object. It must 
be___________ interval ______________ the initial and final positions, which is a 
_______________. Let’s look at the below example for deep________________.

Look at the __________ on the left, a boy 
travels from ______________________
_____________ Displacement from D to 
D (which are our initial and final positions) 
is______. However, the distance travelled is 
not zero. It is equal to the __________ of the 
rectangle.
Another example of ___________________ 
is illustrated in the figure on the right.

The person walks from point A to B to C. 

What distance _______________ he travel? 

	  

	  

B C 

D A 

8 m 

8 m 

4 m 4 m 
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What is the displacement?

_______________ first the distance that person 
travels. While calculating distance, we look at 
the________________ of interval between travelled 
positions. As you can see from the figure, he travels from 
A to B to C: Distance from A to B is _____ and B to C is 
______. Their_______ will give us total distance; 4+3=7

Then it’s time ___________ displacement. 
Displacement is a vector quantity. Thus, it must have 
both__________________. In this example our initial position is A and our final 
position is C. Displacement vector is an interval between the initial and final 
positions. As it ____________ in the figure interval between A to C is 5 m. So, our 
displacement vector is 5m and___________ is from the point A to C.

Questions:

1. True or False. Why?
a) Distance and displacement are exactly the same.
b) Distance and displacement have something in common.
c) Distance travelled on a lap in a closed circuit is always 0.
d) Displacement on a lap in a closed circuit is always 0.
e) To calculate displacement we need to know the trajectory. 

2. Draw a circumferential with a radius of 5 cm. 
a) If an object goes around the circumferential twice:

i)  What is the distance travelled?
ii) What is the displacement? 

b) If an object goes around the circumferential one and a half times:
i)  What is the distance travelled?
ii) What is the displacement? 

	  

A 

B C 

5 m 
4 m 

3 m 
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A.5. A day at the races.

This is the Jerez circuit map. Numbers show the positions that a racing driver occupies 
during a lap. The start line is between positions 13 and 1.

Your tasks:

1. Draw a frame of reference anywhere you want.
2. With a ruler, measure the positions of the different 
curves in the circuit, and write the data down on your 
notebook using a template like the one below:

Curve 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Position
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3) Answer the questions: (Compare your answers) 
a. Can you measure the distance from positions 13 to 1? How?
b. Can you measure the distance from positions 4 to 7? How?
c. Imagine a motorbike does a lap starting from position 13.

I. What was the displacement?
II. How long is the distance covered?

d) What is the displacement between positions 1 and 2?
e) What is the displacement between positions 1 and 13?

2.4. Velocity.

the rate position change with respect to time.
Standard S.I. units: m/s

We can classify motions into two categories depending on the velocity:

• Uniform motion if velocity doesn’t change.
• Non uniform motion if velocity changes.

A.6. Reading: Speed vs. velocity.

Speed
The rate of change in distance with respect to time. 
Since speed is built from distance, a scalar quantity, 
speed is also a scalar quantity. This means it carries no 
direction information with it.
• The bar indicates average 
• The delta means change

Velocity
The rate of change in displacement with respect to time. 
Since displacement is a vector quantity, then velocity is 
also a vector quantity.  It has both magnitude and direction.
• The bar indicates average 
• The delta means change

This formula is the definition formula for average velocity.

So Velocity is speed with direction

	  

- In order to measure distance I need........
- In my opinion it is better to use......................
- I think this is correct, so.....................
- Displacement is a vector so I have to draw..................
- Instead of a map we need a scale to give...................
- Please could you explain how to.......................
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Text comprehension.

1. Conclusions: Complete the sentences:

a) Speed is a quantity that states the _________ travelled in each ________ unit.
b) Velocity is a quantity that states the___________produced in each _______ unit.
c) The formulae above indicate ___________. Instantaneous velocity shows the 
velocity at one point.

2. Solve:

a) A moon rock is dropped from a cliff and it takes 2 seconds for the rock to 
fall 6.6 meters. What is the moon rock’s average speed?

b) A boy rolls down a hill on a skateboard. At time = 4 seconds, the 
boy has rolled 6 meters from the top of the hill. At time = 7 seconds, 
the boy has rolled to a distance of 30 meters. What is his average 
speed? See the table below:

Time (Seconds) Distance Rolled (Meters)

4 seconds 6 meters

7 seconds 30 meters

c) Analyze the following table of data of an accelerating car and 
calculate the speed for the two adjacent intervals.

Time (seconds) Distance (cm) Speed (cm/s)

6 27.2  

7 62.9

2.4.1. Velocity-Time Graphs.

Velocity or speed is plotted on the Y-axis and time on the X-axis.

See appendix II 
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A.7. Drawing a Speed-Velocity Graph.

Use the data from activity A.3 to calculate the average speed for each interval and runner. 
Use the following chart as a template for data:

Position (m) 0 50 100 150 200

Timing runner 1

Average speed 1

Timing runner 2

Average speed 2

Timing runner 3

Average speed 3

1. Plot this data in speed-time graphs.
2. What are the standard SI units for speed.

Compare your answers

2.5. Acceleration.

the rate of change of velocity with respect to time.

As velocity is a vector, it can change in two ways:

a) Change in magnitude: tangential acceleration.
b) Change in direction: centripetal acceleration.

See appendix II for more information.

Using a spreadsheet to draw…………………, I obtain..................
If you use the same set of axes for all the data, we can compare..................
Note that the slope of the graph is related to.........................
Let’s assume that the time-keepers were accurate,..................
In the calculus we rounded the results to obtain two decimal numbers, so...........
I think that’s wrong because........................
I think you should change the way you plot the data because.....
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A.8. Car magazine.

The following list includes data 5 about the fastest car by acceleration. Calculate their 
acceleration and complete the chart:

Model Name 0-100 km/h time (s) Acceleration m/s2

Bugatti Veyron 2.5

Ariel Atom 2.8

Porsche 911 Turbo S 2.9

Ferrari 458 3.2

Nissan GT-R 3.3

Jaguar XJ2220 3.5

Compare your answers

- I think this car is the fastest but the problem is...................
- You’re right but I think there is a mistake in this calculus because...........
- I like the Jaguar because..................
- I like Porsche because is a classical model and the acceleration is..............
- I prefer a bigger car because................
- Maybe the engine uses too much fuel, so I think...................
- This acceleration value means that the velocity.........................
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A.9. Traffic speed control radar.

1) Find the words on the right:

2) Use the words to fill the gaps:

How does a radar detect the_________ of a vehicle?

A radar uses_____________ waves to detect objects and provide information about 
them (distance, speed...).

The ________ sends radio waves (electromagnetic waves) at a given__________ 
and listens for their return (________). If an object is in the beam, some waves will 
bounce off it and return to the radar. By __________ the time it took for the waves 
to _____________ and forth by the speed of the waves (the speed of light) it is then 
easy to determine the _____________.

To determine speed, radars use the ____________. They 
measure and scale the frequency variation between the radio 
wave________ and the radio wave _________ (echo). If the 
object is moving away, the frequency will be lower, if it is getting 
closer, the frequency will be higher___________ how much 

lower or higher the echo frequency is, it is possible to know at what speed the object is 
moving from the radar position. This technology is now quite old and easy to______ 
A newer system called LIDAR (light detection and ranging) does not use the Doppler 
Effect. It only does________ the distance at which the object is, but does so very 
often. From the change in distance observed in a ________ of time it is simple to 
__________ the speed. The frequencies used by Lidar are higher (__________) 
and more difficult to jam. To be even more_________, some systems use various 
frequencies, making jamming systems more complex and expensive. This Lidar 
system is now extensively used in new police speed detection______________.
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3) Answer the questions:

1. Where is the frame of reference in this device?
2. How much time is necessary to measure speed? Why?
3. What kind of waves are used by the device?
4. What type of frequencies does the LIDAR use?
5. In your opinion, which device is better?
6. Do you think these types of devices are necessary? Why?
7. These devices work with the reflection of electromagnetic wave effects. Do these 
devices work with plastic cars? Why?

Use the internet to find out more about speed cameras.

Class discussion:

- In my opinion they are necessary because....................
- As you can read in the text.............................
- I think the LIDAR is ................... than the other device because...............
- I read in an article (Internet) that this type of wave needs.......................
- These devices are (not) necessary because........
- In fact, according to the data in the DGT web page................
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3. Linear uniformly accelerated motion

3.1. Characteristics.

• Linear trajectory:
- Displacement magnitude = Distance.
- Velocity doesn’t change direction: There is no centripetal acceleration.

• Acceleration is constant, so the rate of change of velocity is always the same.

3.2. Equations of motion.

Describe the kinematics behaviour of a moving object as a function of time.

Let’s obtain these equations using a practical activity:

An object is moving during an interval of time t-t0 with constant acceleration a and initial 
velocity V0

• Given that:

Let’s assume that t0 = 0

Then   V = V0 + a t.

• The V-t graph is:
• Remember, the area under the graph is equal to 
the distance travelled in an interval of time.

In this graph we have:

□ A triangle 1
□ A rectangle 2

• Consider the formulae for calculating the area of 
triangles and rectangles:

In line with this and assuming t0 = 0:

	  

	  
t	  t0	  

V	  

V0	  

Velocity	  (m/s)	  

Time(
s)	  

1	  

2	  
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A.10. Suppose an object is moving in a linear path with an initial velocity of 2 m/s and an 
acceleration of 1 m/s2.

1) What does 1 m/s2  mean?

2) Complete the following chart using the data from the problem.

t (s) 0 2 4 6 8 10

V (m/s)

3) Draw the V-t graph. (Use graph-paper)

4) Describe the graph obtained.

5) Obtain the distance covered during 10 s. 

3.3. Special Cases.

1)  a = 0.
- we have a uniform linear motion, so V is constant.

1.1 Consequences:
1.1.1 Equations: s-s0 = V.t
1.1.2 Position- time graph: Straight line with certain slope.
1.1.3 Velocity-time graph: Horizontal straight line.

2) a=g (Gravity acceleration) and V0 = 0 
- we have a free fall motion.

2.1 Consequences:
2.1.1 Equations: 
s-s0 = ½ g t2 

V = g.t

- 1 m/s2 means that the velocity is changing at a rate of..................
- Plotting.............. in the Y-axis and ............. in the X-axis, we can …………...
- The graph is a ............ line, this means that...................
- Note that the graph has a.............. slope this means that..................
- The acceleration is constant so.........................
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A.11. Lots of people believe heavy objects fall faster than light objects: Aristotle did but 
not Galileo. Listen to Galileo’s reasoning after an experiment in Pisa. Fill in the gaps and 
answer the questions below:

Galileo’s ___________________ of Pisa experiment

Vivani’s early biography of Galileo informs 
us of the story that Galileo____________ 
two objects of ____________ from the top 
of the Leaning Tower of Pisa. He did so as 
an experiment to ___________ Aristotle’s 
______________, which states that objects 
fall at a speed relative to their mass. It is 
generally accepted that this is not a true story, 
but rather a fictional tale ________________ 
among other scientific folklore.

However Galileo did a simple ___________ to 
rebut Aristotle, which is said to be one of the 

earliest and simplest recorded __________________.

Galileo reasoned as follows:

Imagine two objects, one_________ and one ____________than the other one, 
are connected to each other ______________. Drop this system of objects from 
the ______________ If we assume heavier objects do________________ than 
lighter ones (and _______________, lighter objects fall slower), the string will 
soon _________ as the lighter object retards the fall of the heavier object. But the 
system considered as a ___________ is heavier than the heavy object alone and 
_____________. This contradiction leads one to conclude the _______________.

Questions:

• Who was right Galileo or Aristotle?
• Have you ever seen a real experiment like this? If so, describe it.
• Does the free fall speed depend on the mass of the object? Design an experiment 
in order to prove or disprove your answer.
• Galileo only used variable mass. Is there another important variable to bear in 
mind? What?
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A.12. SUM-UP.  Work in pairs.

1. Crossword – Key concepts

Across
3. The vector quantity that tells us about the rate of change of the position with 
respect to time.
4. Something has this characteristic if its value depends on an arbitrary choice.
7. If an object isn’t still, then it’s in _________

Down
1. The place occupied by a moving object is its ________
2. The vector quantity that tells us about the rate of change of the velocity with 
respect to time.
5. The place chosen to measure and observe a moving object is a frame of 
__________
6. The quantity that a watch measures
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2. Draw a C-map to link these concepts:

3. Compare your maps and make changes if necessary.

- What letter is in square..........................?
- Which concepts do you connect with......................?
- What linker words do you use to connect............... with................
- I think the concepts................................ should be at the same level because............
- I mean in this connection that..........................
- I agree, but this concept can be connected to .......... therefore using like linker...........
- Instead of this I add a different connection with...............
- In my opinion another option is ..................... because it is really true that...................
- On the other hand we must not forget that.....................
- We must be careful and not confuse ................ with................. 
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Project: What’s right? What’s wrong?

The traffic department wants to deign an advertising campaign for 
teenagers. It will focus on moped drivers and use of helmets.

You are working for an advertising company and want to win the contract 
with the D.G.T.

Your task:

1) In groups design the campaign that contains:

- Messages that show what’s right and what’s wrong, using a visual background.

- Slogans that show the benefits of what is right and the damages of what’s wrong.

Suggestions:

1) You can use any material: Photos, posters, Power-Point presentations, etc.

2)You can use real photos or videos taken by yourselves of you or your friends’ real life.

3) Set a frame of observation at an intersection controlled by traffic lights and record 
what’s right and what’s wrong during several days.

Final tasks:

1) Each group will present their campaign to the rest of the class.

2) Assess the campaigns. How the campaigns will be assessed.

- The teacher will mark each of the projects according to their overall quality, presentation, 
originality, rigor and content.

- Each student will give a mark from 0 to 10 to each campaign(except your own group)
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Self assessment

I CAN...

Understand what a reference frame is YES NO NOT
YET

Explain motion characteristics in English YES NO NOT
YET

Understand journal articles on cars, lorries and 
motorbikes in English YES NO NOT

YET

Understand the different measures shown in TV 
programs in motorcycle or F1 races YES NO NOT

YET

Choose a reference frame to describe motion YES NO NOT
YET

Calculate positions and displacement. YES NO NOT
YET

Distinguish between distance and displacement. YES NO NOT
YET

Draw position-time and velocity-time graphs. YES NO NOT
YET

Use graphs to describe motion YES NO NOT
YET

Solve simple situation exercises YES NO NOT
YET

Predict the kinematics characteristics of a free fall YES NO NOT
YET

Convert the measures of position, velocity, speed 
and acceleration into standard S.I. units. YES NO NOT

YET

Distinguish between speed and velocity YES NO NOT
YET

Identify the two types of acceleration. YES NO NOT
YET

Use motion equations for linear motion (uniform 
and uniformly varied) YES NO NOT

YET
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Appendix II: KINEMATICS WORD MAT. (front)

 

D
IS

TA
N

CE
 

Fast steady 

speed 
Getting 
faster 

Steady 
speed 

Stationary 
Stopped 

Returning to 
Start 

DISTANCE – TIME GRAPHS 

TIME 

VE
LO

CI
TY

 

gradual 
acceleration 

steady 
acceleration 

steady 
speed 

steady 
deceleration 

TIME 

VELOCITY – TIME GRAPHS 

Very important notes Very important notes

a. Gradient= speed
b. Flat sections are where it’s stopped.
c. The steeper the graph, the faster the motion
d. Downhill sections(\) mean it’s going back toward it’s 

starting point
e. Curves represent acceleration or deceleration.
f. Steepening curve means it’s speeding up (increasing 

gradient)
g. Levelling off curve means it’s slowing down 

(decreasing gradient)

a. Gradient= acceleration
b. Flat sections represent steady speed.
c. The steeper the graph, the greater the acceleration 

or deceleration
d. Uphill sections (/) are acceleration.
e. Down hill sections (\) are deceleration.
f. The area under any section of the graph (or all 

of it) is equal to the distance travelled in that time 
interval.

g. A curve means changing acceleration.

Calculating speed from distance-Time graph
Calculating acceleration, speed and distance

form V-t graph

horizontal
vertical

gradientspeed ==

Don’t forget that you have to use the scale of the axes 
to work out the gradient

horizontal
vertical

gradientonaccelerati ==

The speed: by reading the value off the velocity axis.
This distance by calculating area under the graph.
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Appendix II: KINEMATICS WORD MAT (back)

Linear motion equations

Uniform Uniformly accelerated Free fall

tVss O .=-
taVV

tatVss O

.

..

+=

+=-

0

2
0 2

1

tgV

tgyy O

.

.

=

=- 2
2

1

  

Some Maths:

Components of a vector Displacement vs distance

Velocity vs speed

Speed Velocity is a
vector quantity

Speed is the magnitude 
of this vector


